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Abstract A way of solving some counting problems using interpolation polynomials,
starting with some values determined by the backtracking method is found.
The obtained formulas are implicitly present in the programmes that solve the
problems.

1. THE INTERPOLATION WITH FINITE
DIFFERENCES

We intend to solve the following

Problem 1.1. Given m points in the plane, Ai(xi, yi), i=1,2,. . . ,m, find the
polynomial function associated with a polynomial of degree m-1, the graph of
which contains the given points.

Theorem 1.1. Let Ai(xi, yi), i=1,2,. . . ,m be m points in the plan, such that
xi 6=xj for every i6=j. Then there exists a unique polynomial P of maximum
degree m-1 so that the graph of the polynomial function associated with the
polynomial contains the given points.

The proof of the theorem can be found in [4].
The polynomial P, whose existence and uniqueness follow from the the-

orem, is called the interpolation polynomial through the points Ai(xi,yi),
i=1,2,. . . ,m.

From now on g(X; x1,. . . ,xm) will denote the interpolation polynomial
through the points Ai(xi, yi), i=1,2,. . . ,m.

Also, C(x1, x2, . . . , xm) denotes the coefficient of Xm−1 from g(X; x1,
x2, . . . , xm). The number C(x1, x2, . . . , xm) is called the finite difference
associated with the points A1, A2, . . . , Am. We divide the polynomial g(X;
x1, x2, . . . , xm) by (X-x1)(X-x2). . . (X-xm−1) and using the equality g(X; x1,
x2, . . . , xm)= C(x1, x2, . . . , xm). (X-x1)(X-x2). . . (X-xm−1)+ R(X), where
R(X) is a polynomial of maximum degree m-2, we obtain

R(X)= g(X; x1, x2, . . . , xm)- C(x1, x2, . . . , xm). (X-x1)(X-x2). . . (X-xm−1).
So R(xi)=yi, i=1,2,. . . ,m, thus R(X) is an interpolation polynomial through
the points A1, A2, . . . , Am−1. In this way we obtained the following formula
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g(X; x1, x2, . . . , xm)= g(X; x1, x2, . . . , xm−1)+ C(x1, x2, . . . , xm). (X-x1)(X-
x2). . . (X-xm−1),
which will be applied recursively to
g(X; x1, x2, . . . , xm−1), g(X; x1, x2, . . . , xm−2), . . . , g(X; x1).

The last interpolation polynomial g(X;x1) is actually the constant polyno-
mial g(X;x1)=g1. Thus: g(X; x1, x2, . . . , xm)=C(x1)+C(x1, x2)·(X-x1)+. . . +
C(x1, x2, . . . , xm). (X-x1)(X-x2). . . (X-xm−1), which is called the Newton’s
formula of interpolation with finite differences.

Let us compute the finite differences C(x1), C(x1, x2),. . . , C(x1, x2, . . . ,
xm). To this aim let us consider the polynomial

f(X) =
X − xm

x1 − xm
· g(X;x1, ..., xm−1) +

x1 −X
x1 − xm

· g(X;x2, x3, ..., xm)

It has the following properties

1) f(x1) =
x1 − xm

x1 − xm
· g(x1;x1, ..., xm−1) +

x1 − x1

x1 − xm
· g(x1;x2, x3, ..., xm) = y1

2) f(xm) = ym

f(xi) = xi−xm
x1−xm

· g(xi;x1, ..., xm−1) + x1−xi
x1−xm

· g(xi;x2, x3, ..., xm) = yi,for
i=2,. . . ,m-1.

Remark that f is an interpolation polynomial through the points (x1,y1),
(x2, y2), . . . , (xm, ym). Due to the fact that the interpolation polynomial is
unique, it follows that

g(X;x1, ..., xm) =
X − xm

x1 − xm
· g(X;x1, ..., xm−1)+

x1 −X
x1 − xm

· g(X;x2, x3, ..., xm).

By identifying the coefficients of the highest degree, we obtain

C(x1, ..., xm) =
C(x1, ..., xm−1)− C(x2, ..., xm)

x1 − xm
.

This formula shows that the finite differences can be computed using the
following diagram

C(x1)=y1 C(x2)=y2 C(x3)=y3 . . . C(xm−1)=ym−1 C(xm)=ym

C(x1,x2) C(x2,x3) . . . C(xm−1,xm)
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C(x1,x2,x3) . . . C(xm−2,xm−1,xm)
. . .

C(x1,. . . ,xm)

Remark 1.1. Taking a closer look to the diagram, we notice that every column
with finite differences is determined using the column prior to the current
one. This fact will be used in the program which determines the interpolation
polynomial with finite differences.

2. SOLVING THE COUNTING PROBLEMS

In this section we solve the following type of counting problems
Given n a positive integer, different from zero, and, eventually, other input

data, determine the number of vectors x=(x 1, x2, . . . , xn), which satisfy some
conditions.

Remark 2.1. If the number wanted is a polynomial formula which depends
on n, then the problem can be solved using the following algorithm:

We determine k values of the number wanted y1, y2, . . . , yk, using the back-
tracking method (for n=1, n=2, . . . , n=k).

sw←0; j←1
repeat

We determine the interpolation polynomial P for the points (1, y1), (2, y2),. . . ,
(j, y j)

sw←1
for i←j+1, k do

if P(i)¡¿y i then

sw←0
break

endif

endfor

j←j+1
until (sw=1)or(j¿k)
if j¡=k then

read n
write P(n)
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else

write “Is necesary more number y with backtracking method”
endif

The complexity of the algorithm
-in the first part of the algorithm (y1, y2, . . . , yk), the complexity depends
on the input data, having an exponential growth because of the backtracking
method;
-the second part of the algorithm has a complexity of O(k3), because the
algorithm that finds the interpolation polynomial with finite differences for k
points is executed in O(k2).

The correctness of the algorithm
If we consider that the formula of counting the solutions is of the following

type: f(n)=apn
p+ ap−1n

p−1 + . . . + a1n+ a0, p¡k and P(n) is an interpolation
polynomial which follows after exiting the while cycle, then we obtain
f(1)=y1

f(2)=y2

. . .
f(k)=yk

P(1)=y1

P(2)=y2

. . .
P(k)=yk

Form these equalities it follows that the polynomial f-P has as roots the
numbers 1, 2, . . . , k. From the fact that the polynomials f and P have degrees
smaller than k, it follows that the polynomial f-P is null. Thus, f=P. In this
case, any value computed by the interpolation polynomial gives the exact
solution (if the calculations do not exceed the predefined types; otherwise,
operations with big numbers must be implemented).

3. APPLICATION

Given n, a positive integer from the interval [1,1000], how many positive
integers of n digits have the product of their digits equal to 8 ?

Exemple. For n=2 we obtain 4 numbers.
Solution. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be the digits number (x1 is the first digit).

From x1x2. . . xn=8 and x1, x2, . . . , x2 are digits we have three events:
xi=xj=xk= 2 and xh=1, h/∈{i,j,k};
xi= 2, xj=4, and xh=1, h/∈{i,j};
xi= 8, xh=1, h6=i.

We obtain the wanted number :

(
n
3

)
+ A2

n + n = 1
6n

3 + 1
2n

2 + 1
3n (*).

Having a value for n, we can compute the wanted number using the formula
(*).
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Another way of solving the problem, without explicitly finding the formula,
proceeds as follows. With the backtracking method, we determine the wanted
number for the first values of n (for exmple for n=1,. . . ,5) and then, using the
interpolation polynomial with finite differences, we solve the problem. The
following C++ program determines the value of the interpolation polynomial
with finite differences for the given n, and compares the found value with the
one from the formula (*).

#include <iostream.h>
#include <conio.h>
int sw,j,i,m,cif[4]={1,2,4,8},v[10];
float aux,x0,c[1000],p;
long x[10],y[10],numara,n;
long produs(int k){
long i,p;
p=1;
for(i=1;i<=k;i++)
p*=v[i];
return p;
}
void back(int k){
int i;
long p;
if (k==n+1)
{
if (produs(n)==8)
numara++;
}
else
for(i=0;i<4;i++)
{
v[k]=cif[i];
p=produs(k);
if ((p!=0)&&(p<=8))
back(k+1);
}
}
void puncte(int m){
int i;
for(i=1;i<=m;i++)
{
n=i;
numara=0;
x[i]=i;
back(1);
y[i]=numara;
}
}
float polinom cu d f(float x0, int m){
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int i,k,p,pas;
float c1[100],c2[100],f,temp;
for(i=1;i<=m;i++)
c1[i]=y[i];
p=m;pas=1;
c[1]=y[1];
for(k=2;k<=m;k++)
{
for(i=1;i<p;i++)
c2[i]=(c1[i]-c1[i+1])/(x[i]-x[i+pas]);
c[k]=c2[1];
for(i=1;i<=p;i++)
c1[i]=c2[i];
pas++;
p–;
}
f=0;
temp=1;
for(i=1;i<=m;i++)
{
f+=c[i]*temp;
temp*=(x0-x[i]);
}
return f;
}
void main(){
puncte(5);
for(i=1;i<=5;i++)
cout<<x[i]<<” ”<<y[i]<<”\n”;
j=1;
do{
sw=1;
for(i=j+1;j<=5;j++){
p=polinom cu d f(i,j);
if (p!=y[i])
{
sw=0;
break;
}
}
j++;
} while((sw==0)&&(j<5));
if (sw)
{
cout<<”n=”;
cin>>n;
p=polinom cu d f(n,j-1);
cout<<”With interpolation polynomials with f. d. ”;
cout<<p<<”\n”;
aux=n*(n+1)*(n+2)/6;
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cout<<”With formula ”<<aux<<”\n”;
}
getch();

}

4. TASKS

1. What is the maximum number of sides, in which the plane can be divided
using:
n lines ?
n circles ?

where n is a positive integer smaller than 1000.
2. How many rectangles (different in shape or position), consisting of an

integer number of squares, can be drawn on a nxn chess board? (n<300).
3. The same task as 2, if we replace rectangles with squares.
4. Given a nxn chess board (n<10000, n even), find the maximum number

of kings that can be placed on the board, without attacking themselves.
5. Given a nxn chess board (n<10000, n multiple of 3), find the maxi-

mum number of knights that can be placed on the board, without attacking
themselves.

6. Given two positive integers different from zero, n and k, find how many
binary sequences (a1,. . . ,an) have exactly kmonotone sequences.
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